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Abstract: This paper presents the structure and implementation of the electronic dictionary of geologic terms (GeolISSTerm) as a special-purpose taxonomy of basic geologic concepts and terms. GeolISSTerm can be an elementary electronic resource in the process of domain formation in the Geologic Information System of Serbia (GeolISS). As such, it is the core of GeolISS through which validation, classification and specification of attributes of the observed and the interpreted takes place.

GeolISSTerm is a result of the work on the project The Development of Geologic Terminology and Nomenclature for the Geologic Database of Serbia carried out by the Faculty of Mining and Geology, University of Belgrade, funded by the Ministry of the Environment and Spatial Planning of the Republic of Serbia. A short history of GeolISSTerm and an overview of the structure and the way of arranging terms, in view of the terminological resources and the position of the GeolISSTerm dictionary in the semantic spectrum is followed by a description of the approach to the development of the geologic terminology and the structure of the vocabulary using the UML (Unified Modeling Language) model. The concept of domain control in the Geologic Information System of Serbia has been explained in detail. Software solutions for browsing and searching the dictionary online and the solution for domain control, namely, integration into GeolISS are illustrated by screenshots of the interface. The possibilities of exporting the vocabulary to standard ontology languages, such as the OWL, modelled on the GeoSciML initiative are planned to be provided. The electronic edition of the dictionary is complemented by the printed version.
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1. Introduction

The physical implementation of the Geologic Information System of Serbia (GeolISS) in mid-2006 marked the beginning of development of the geologic terminology and nomenclature. The main aim of the development of this electronic resource was the creation of a standard dictionary of geologic terms for the purpose of providing logically consistent description, interpretation and classification of geological units, geologic structure, mineral and hydrological resources and other geologic features in the domain of applied disciplines by using GeolISS.

The development of the electronic dictionary of geologic terms intensified in 2008 as part of a separate GeolISS project named The Development of Geologic Terminology and Nomenclature for the Geologic Database of Serbia. The goal of this project was to add information on the existing geologic concepts and terms and expand the dictionary by adding new ones, primarily those from specialized fields of geology that were not present in the initial version to a satisfactory degree. The work on the dictionary continued after the project ended and the current version containing around 3800 concepts in Serbian and English is a functional geologic terminology resource that will be capable of meeting the needs of the Geologic Information System of Serbia – GeolISS (Blagojević, 2007). Experts in a variety of geologic disciplines have contributed to the work on terminology. Although GeolISSTerm has been developed for the purpose of data processing, the electronic dictionary is complemented by a print edition (Trivić, 2011).

Special attention has been paid to the structure of concepts and the manner of their organization in the terminological resources and the GeolISSTerm dictionary, as well as to their position on the semantic spectrum (Section 2). In addition to a detailed description of the approach to the geologic terminology and the UML model of vocabulary structure, Section 3 presents the concept of controlling the allowed values of domains in the geologic information system. The developed software solutions are shown in Section 4. It features a description of not only the tools used to develop the dictionary and the application for browsing and searching its content online, but also the component for domain control, namely, integration into GeolISS. The application of GeolISSTerm as a bilingual resource is illustrated by automatic map symbolization in Serbian and English. The directions for further development of this important terminological resource are proposed in the closing section.

2. Terminological resources

The resources intended for data processing can be organized in a variety of ways and serve different purposes. The primary, although not the only function of GeolISSTerm is controlling the allowed values of domains. A controlled vocabulary is a carefully selected collection of terms (words and phrases) chosen to suit a special purpose determined by its author. These vocabularies are used for tagging information in databases and documents, making it easier to locate them when performing searches.

Depending on their content, structure and organization, vocabularies, as terminological resources can, in a general sense, be viewed as indexes, glossaries, taxonomies, thesauruses and ontologies. Although the boundaries between these types are not always clear-cut, each is an extension of the one that precedes it. The semantic scale (Figure 1) is based on the ontological spectrum from Daconta M.C. (2003) and Deborah L. McGuinness (2003). The starting point in the lower left corner is an index, as the simplest list of terms (usually arranged in the alphabetical order), followed by a glossary, which, like an index contains definitions of terms.

Glossaries are lists of terms with definitions that can be monolingual, bilingual or multilin-
gual. In the case of a multilingual linking of terms, parallel multilingual or bilingual lists, namely, lists of paired terms are often made. These lists usually do not contain definitions of terms.

Further arrangement of the resources on the semantic scale (from weakly to strongly represented semantic descriptions) is aimed at the introduction of relationships among terms, namely, concepts represented by concrete terms. The primary and basic relationships among concepts represented by the terms are: hypernym and hyponym that can also be viewed as the broader and the narrower term respectively. The terms in the hierarchy are linked via the is a relation which can be:

- The hyponym of the same type as the hypernym
- The hyponym is part of the hypernym
- The hyponym is an instance of the hypernym

![Semantic scale of terminological resources](image)

**Figure 1.** Semantic scale of terminological resources

A taxonomy is a hierarchical classification of concepts, things, objects, beings, events or principles that are classified. A trunk or tree is a structure that makes it possible to define a hierarchical relation between concepts. The parent-child relations within a tree represent the hypernym - hyponym relationship between the concepts related to terms. More elaborate relationships between concepts that include meronyms, antonyms, derived terms, etc. cannot be represented by using a tree structure, which is why graph structures are applied to describe semantic relations. Such structures are encountered in many thesauruses, semantic networks and ontologies.

Taxonomies in the broadest sense of the term involve the study of the general principles of scientific or systematic classification. The notion of a taxonomy or systematic classification usually implies an ordered classification of plant and animal world, following the supposed natural relations existing in it. In information science, taxonomies are products of engineering rather than just an abstract result of human thought. The understanding of taxonomies in information science is therefore different and they are viewed as classifications of entities in the form of hierarchies in accordance with the assumed relationship between real world objects represented by these information objects.

**Thesauruses** are above taxonomies in the semantic spectrum. They can be defined as vocabularies structured in such a way so as to display equivalence, homography, hierarchy and association relations among terms in a clear manner and allow their easy recognition through standard indicators. The primary role of a thesaurus is to facilitate finding documents and achieve consistency in the indexing of stored documents or records in a database. In order to meet this requirement, thesauruses usually link the approximate meaning of one term to that of another. The terms are most often confined to a single domain, for example military equipment. The controlled vocabulary has been conceived to support finding information, while at the same time providing assistance...
to the individual who associates the terms, namely indexes a document (or a file) in the database or an individual who wants to find or search information with the help of the same terms used for indexing. All this leads to the conclusion that thesauruses are primarily intended to be used by humans, although they are used in the IT environment.

The definitions of the boundary between a thesaurus and an ontology in the literature differ, ranging from those stating that ontologies and thesauruses are one and the same, the difference being only in their respective purposes, to the ones that regard ontologies as only those resources that allow derivation of new knowledge from the existing pieces of knowledge.

It should be kept in mind that both in the literature and in practice, the notion of ontology often includes structures ranging from simple taxonomies with minimal hypernym or hyponym structure, taxonomies containing words and synonyms, conceptual models featuring complex knowledge all the way through to theories of logic with rich, complex, consistent and meaningful knowledge.

Based on all of the above, it could be said that an ontology defines the words and concepts used for describing a field of knowledge, thereby standardizing meanings. Ontologies are used by humans, databases and applications sharing information from the same domain. They code the knowledge from a single domain, as well as the knowledge that covers several domains. In this way, ontologies make it possible to reuse coded knowledge. An ontology consists of:

- Classes (or general templates of entities) belonging to different domains of interest
- Instances (individual entities)
- Relations between these entities
- Properties and the values of properties of these entities
- Functions and processes that these entities are included in
- Constraints and rules that refer to these entities

Therefore, an ontology can be viewed formal representation of knowledge which includes the vocabulary containing a set of concepts, semantic relationships between those concepts and simple reasoning about a specific domain. It can also be regarded as a data model describing a certain field, namely, a domain and is used for drawing inferences on the basis of the information stored in the objects within that domain and the interconnections existing between them. Ontologies are used in important fields of computer and information science, such as artificial intelligence, semantic web, information systems, etc., as a form of representation of knowledge about the world or some part of it. Generally speaking, ontologies describe: objects at the basic level, classes as sets, collections or types of objects, as well as attributes as properties, the characteristics or parameters that can be shared by objects and the relations interconnecting objects.

The electronic lexical database SWN (Serbian WordNet), as a semantic network of words of Serbian (Krstev et al., 2008) is indispensable in terms of the development of terminological resources with a rich semantic description. The first network of this kind was built for the English language at Princeton and provided the basis for the creation of WordNet for many other languages. The versions of WordNet built as part of European projects EuroWordNet and BalkaNet, among which the Serbian variety have been aligned with the Princeton WordNet, which allows their use in many multilingual applications (Obradović et al., 2008).

WordNet has become a de facto standard for semantic networks based on the premise that in the human mind, words, as the fundamental elements of language, group around concepts, abstract ideas, namely, mental symbols. Concepts include objects belonging to a certain category, domain or a class of entities, interactions or phenomena. One of the domains included in the English WordNet is geology, represented by 625 concepts. However, the selection and range of geology-related concepts and the relationships
between them did not meet the specific requirements of GeolISS.

On the semantic scale populated by different terminological resources and properties, the current implementation of GeolISSTerm is positioned between a taxonomy and a thesaurus, although the data model allows storing richer semantic relations. Further development will be focused on enriching the semantic relations existing between the concepts already included in the vocabulary, such as meronymy, antonymy, etc., as well as “is_used_for”, “is_derived_from” and those specific to geology, which will improve the position of GeolISSTerm on the semantic scale, promoting it to the status of an ontology.

3. The GeolISSTerm data model

3.1. The approach to the development of geologic terminology

The initial ideas about the development and role of terminology in the geologic information system revolved around a variety of views, from the opinion that lists of geology terms for each domain should be made or favouring the idea of simply taking the terms from *Geologic Terminology and Nomenclature* edited by Kosta Petković, through to the belief that taking the glossary from *Glossary of Geology* (Bates, and Jackson, Ed., 1995) would be the best course of action. These ideas ultimately resulted in a partial analysis of the book *Geologic Terminology and Nomenclature* (Petković, 1975) and an analysis of the terms used when making certain sheets of the General Geologic Map (GGM) (fieldwork logs, map legends and the descriptions found in them) and an analysis of the available terminology compiled for geologic information systems (U.S. Geological Survey - USGS, California Geological Survey - CGS, British Geological Survey - BGS, International Union of Geological Sciences - IUGS).

The results of these analyses showed *Geologic Terminology and Nomenclature* (Petković, 1975) to be undoubtedly the most comprehensive local geologic publication, but it also demonstrated that it abounded in synonyms, terms with different, often contradictory meaning, homonyms of the same meaning, archaisms whose etymology is not clear enough or is even unknown, imprecise definitions of certain terms, etc. The terminology used in the GGM is very abundant, but the descriptions made at the geologic observation points are sometimes too elaborate or too short and cryptic, the explanations contain a rather large number of commonplaces, without references to concrete data.

As far as the terminologies developed for geologic information systems are concerned, the American standard of scientific vocabulary for the digital geologic map database (Soller, D.R., 2004) is the most thorough and in many ways it is a terminological system. It focuses not only on the classification of the geologic material, but also on very precisely defined terms that are used to describe the properties of that material, including its genesis. The terminology of the Geological Survey of Canada, originally developed independently of others (Struik, et. al., 2002) features a strict petrologic classification of rock material together with the properties collected from different, primarily cartographic documents. This is how a simple search, comparison and grouping of rocks or the units where they are present is made possible, in the database models that support ontologies, on the bases of a single key word or a number of properties. This approach was later incorporated into the terminological system in the United States too.

The classification of rocks of the British Geological Survey (Gillespie, and Styles, 1999; Hallsworth, and Knox, 1999; Mcmillan, and Powell, 1999) is outstanding from the petrologic and practical point of view of geology, since it features almost all the criteria for the determination and multihierarchical classification of rocks (genesis, composition, structure, texture).

IUGS (International Union of Geological Sciences) publications related to the classification of volcanic and plutonic rocks (Le Maitre, et. al., 2002), the stratigraphic guide and stratigraphic
terminology (Salvador, 1994), as well as the chronostratigraphic division (Gradstein, et. al., 2004), have been widely accepted by national geologic communities and academic institutions. As such, they provide both good resources of terms and guidelines for the development of geologic terminology.

The above-mentioned publications made it clear that:

• the terminology, in the geologic information system, cannot consist of a list of geologic terms only, but that every term or concept must be clearly and unequivocally determined, namely, defined and that only then it can have a communications role;
• analytical requirements of comparison, correlation, grouping and searching geologic similarities and differences, details and unique features of rock material, geological units and structures call for assigning the central role to terminology in the information system;
• older, inherited terminology must be included in the GeoLISS vocabulary, because that is the only way for the original concepts from the historical geologic documents to be entered into the digital database, to track their evolution, i.e. possible changes of meaning over time;
• the progressive and recursive nature of the observation and interpretation process has a hierarchical, namely, family tree structure; from the initial generalization to gradual distinguishing between specific categories that provide more detailed information about the geologic material (Soller, 2004).

3.2. GeoLISSTerm as a controlled vocabulary

In view of the function that the geologic vocabulary has in GeoLISS and the international practice, GeoLISSTerm is organized as a taxonomy with a definition for each term, synonyms and bibliographical references of the sources from where the terms were taken, as well as the equivalent terms in other languages (currently, only English equivalents are present, see Example 1). The size of the vocabulary, namely, the number of concepts is not finite, but the current version features around 3800 basic, universally accepted geologic terms with the highest frequency of use in practice, with almost as many English equivalents.

The relationships between the concepts represented by the terms are: hyponymy and hypernymy that can be regarded as referring to a broader and a narrower term respectively. The relations can be further expanded by including synonymy, where the basic term becomes associated with the terms of the same meaning. The relationships include establishing a link to the terms in other languages too.

The validation, classification and specification of the value of attributes, namely the fields in the database tables are done via controlled vocabularies derived from GeoLISSTerm. The examples of the vocabularies derived from GeoLISSTerm are petrologic classification, mineralogic classification, geochronological scale and a lexicon of geologic units. These are followed by the vocabularies, extracted from the terminology, belonging to the fields of structural, economic, engineering geology and hydrology that can be browsed at: http://geoliss.ekoplan.gov.rs/term/recpj.aspx.

3.3. GeoLISS vocabulary structure

In order for the vocabulary to be able to meet all previously derived requirements and be functional within GeoLISS, the UML model with a special structure was developed (Figure 2). The class Rečnik (Vocabulary) in the model is a lexicographic superclass whose instances are inherited. GeološkiRečnik (GeologicVocabulary) has been implemented as an abstract class, since the class Koncept (Concept), above all, allows entering general geologic concepts and terms common to all geologic disciplines and centralizes individual classifications (petrologic, mineralogic, stratigraphic, chronostratigraphic). The term “concept” itself (lat. conceptus – notion) naming the central class has been used in its original meaning to re-
fer to an abstract or a general idea of an assumed or concrete instance (Angeles, 1981).

The hierarchical structure of the vocabulary (Figures 2 and 3) is made possible through invocation i.e. recursive relation modelling the relation hypernym–hyponym in such a way that any (hyponymous) term in the vocabulary hierarchy can appear only once and have just one hypernym. Moreover, every term can have an equivalent in one or more foreign languages via the MultijezickiLeks (MultilanguageLex) class. The class AdminTerm is used for the terms that do not belong to the realm of geology, but are necessary for the functioning of GeolISS. The relations between different terms (e.g. derived from, having broader meaning than, lexical variant, etc.) can be recorded in the class RelacijeTermina (TermRelations). Written source/s from which concepts or terms were taken, together with their meaning are entered into the class Bibliografija (Bibliography) and the author who added the new vocabulary entry is registered through the Metapodatak (Metadata) class.

The structure of the individual entry “formacija” shown in Figure 3 is given in Example 1.

**Example 1.**
**Name:** Formacija
**Definition:** Formacija je osnovna jedinica litostatigrafske klasifikacije koja predstavlja stensku masu sa jedinstvenim sedimentološkim i paleontološkim karakteristikama, formiranim u uslovima jedinstvene depozicionalne sredine nekog vremena.
**Direct hypernym in the hierarchy:** Grupa
**Translation of the term:** Formation
**Translation of the definition:** A persistent body of igneous, sedimentary, or metamorphic rock, having easily recognizable boundaries that can be traced in the field without recourse to detailed paleontologic or petrologic analysis, and large enough to be represented on a geologic map as a practical or convenient unit for mapping and description; the basic cartographic unit in geologic mapping (NACSN, 1983).
FORMATION IS THE FUNDAMENTAL UNIT IN LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC CLASSIFICATION. A FORMATION IS A BODY OF ROCK IDENTIFIED BY LITHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND STRATIGRAPHIC POSITION; IT IS PREVAILINGLY, BUT NOT NECESSARILY, TABULAR AND IS MAPPABLE AT THE EARTH’S SURFACE OR TRACEABLE IN THE SUBSURFACE (NACSN, 2005).

SYNONYMS (ENGLISH): none


The derived relations are descendants and ancestors in Serbian and English.

3.4. MODELLING PROPERTY DOMAINS

In order to control property values in GeolISS, it is necessary to ensure extraction of the sets of terms representing the allowed values for individual properties, which is done by creating the appropriate domains. The domains can be lists of terms or a hierarchical tree of terms, but in both cases we are dealing with the terms included in the vocabulary. Figure 4 shows the UML domain management model. The abstract class "DomainNode" is to determine which terms are incorporated into a domain. This is the class where an individual node and the kind of its integration into a domain are specified. There are four possibilities:

- That node only,
- The node and its children (direct descendants),
- Only the children of the selected node (without the selected node) and
- The node and all its descendants.

The first three kinds are typical of lists of terms, while the fourth is generally used for hierarchical domains. Since several instances of the class "CvorDomena (DomainNode)" can correspond to a single instance of the class "Domen (Domain)". A domain can consist of several branches of the vocabulary. The majority of domains are generated on the basis of the geologic vocabulary (78), but a smaller number is generated from the administrative vocabulary (22) and from meta data about the GeolISS entities (11).

The class "Svojstvo (Property)" models the metadata about the physical and logical attributes in the database, while the class "Entitet (Entity)" comprises instances of all spatial and classes of attributes and also their subclasses, namely subtypes. Among the metadata provided by the relationship class "SvojstvoEntiteta (EntityProperty)" is the domain (Figure 4).

The instances of the class "Entitet (Entity)" are for example: MappedUnit, GeologicAge, GeologicMaterial, ExodynamicPhenomenon, etc. Moreover, the instances of the class "Svojstvo (Property)" are: Colour, Composition Category, ChemicalComposition, etc., while the relationship class "SvojstvoEntiteta (EntityProperty)" connects the instances of entities and properties. For example, the property Composition Category is present in the entities MappedUnit and GeologicMaterial, and takes the values from the domain "dComposition Category" in both cases.
The generation of instances belonging to the class *Domen (Domain)* is illustrated in Example 2 featuring the basic parameters of the domain *dKategorijaSastava (dWaterPropertyType)* used for all hydrologic phenomena and objects for classification by water type.

**Example 2**

**Domain:** *dTIPoSVOJSTVUVODE*

**Domain Value Source:** Koncept (geološki rečnik)

**Domain Type:** Integer (prenosi se primarni ključ)

**Layout type:** Lista

**Field:** Hidrogeologija

Definisanje sadržaja ovog domena se ostvaruje preko primeraka klase *CvorDomena:*

Klasifikacija podzemnih voda na osnovu porekla (svi čvorovi ispod njega bez njega): Podzemne vode, hidrometeorologskog porekla, Juvenilna voda, Kosmička voda, Konatna voda, Metamorfna voda;

Voda u nadkritičnom stanju (samo taj čvor);

Voda u vidu vođene pare (samo taj čvor);

Hemijski vezana voda (svi čvorovi ispod njega bez njega): Zeolitna voda, Konstituciona voda, Kristalizaciona voda;

Fizički vezana vode (svi čvorovi ispod njega bez njega): Adheziona voda, Adsorbovana voda, Apsorbovana voda, Higroksopna voda;

Kapilarna voda (samo prvi nivo ispod njega i on): Kapilarno lebdeća voda, Kapilarno podizuća voda

Slobodna voda (samo taj čvor);

Voda u vidu leda (samo taj čvor);

Klasifikacija podzemnih voda na osnovu mineralizacije (svi čvorovi ispod njega bez njega): Malomineralizovana voda, Mineralizovana voda, Rasol;

Mineralna voda (samo prvi nivo ispod njega i on): Termomineralna voda, Lekovita voda, Termalna voda, Industrijska mineralna voda.

The domain management interface shown in Figure 5 has been integrated as part of the GeolISS software that only the users with administrative privileges can have access to. A user can create a domain in an interactive manner and check its content. The domain browsing tab allows viewing a table listing the terms belonging to a domain (lower left part of Figure 5). However, since there are hierarchical domains too, tree browsing is also possible (lower right part of Figure 5).
4. Software solution

The application was developed using MS Visual Studio and the programming languages C# and Aspx, while the data were stored in the MS SQL Server 2008 data management system. This section features a brief description of the components of the software solution which consists of several elements:

– Standalone application for entering dictionary entries, which can be used not only in the context of GeolISS, but also as an independently functioning component
– GeolISS component integrated in the Esri® ArcGIS® development environment for the GIS systems (http://www.esri.com/arcgis), as an extension of the ArcMap tool for cartographic content management and
– Web application for browsing and searching the dictionary

The data entry interface (Figure 6) displays the structure i.e. organization of concepts and terms already existing in the dictionary on the left-hand side, while the right-hand side of the interface shows the attributes of the selected concept, namely, dictionary entry. Given the structure of the dictionary, its content is not strictly arranged by theme, but rather following logically related entities. However, the flexibility of structure allows the possibility of rearranging the content, forming new semantically or thematically related groups, as well as sorting and searching the content using different criteria.

Every entry contains a name, i.e. the term itself, its definition, as well as, possibly, synonyms. The number showing the entry’s place on the list of terms is provided only for the purpose of correct sorting in the tree structure. The terms that are for some reason regarded as unsuitable for further use are not deleted from the dictionary, but are taken out of use.

The software makes it possible for authorized users to add new entries in the dictionary, where every new entry must contain the appropriate definition of the concept with a mandatory bibliographic reference citing the source from where the definition was taken. The information on the metadata, including source of data, processing method and comments is provided for every individual term entry. A correction of a dictionary entry can be made only by the user who created it, so that the entry authorship requirement is met.

Figure 6. Term entry interface

The application offers possibilities of a tabular view of subordinate terms within the selected node, which is very useful for browsing and updating related terms at the same level of the hierarchy.

Moreover, it allows entering a translation of the selected dictionary entry into one or more foreign languages. At this point, only English is supported, but the structure of the database and the application itself make it possible to add translations to other languages.

This form of a tabular view i.e. the interface for browsing all the descendants (direct and indirect) of the selected node is shown in Figure 7. This example features the term “geological
The users can filter the entry elements they selected applying different criteria, namely, browsing the information sorted in all the columns shown below.

The web application is available at http://geoliss.ekoplan.gov.rs/term and unlike the standalone component shown above, which is intended for GeolISS users only, it allows free browsing and searching of the dictionary. Thus, only authorized users are permitted to add new entries and update the dictionary, while reading, browsing and searching are accessible to the general public. In Figure 8 the interface of the Serbian and English dictionaries, on the left-hand and right-hand side respectively is shown. The Serbian and English version look similar. On the right-hand side, there is a tree structure providing a hierarchical view of entries, while detailed information about the selected term in the corresponding language is to be found on the left-hand side. In the detailed view, the term itself, displayed as a subtitle (in the interface form in question “Litodemska jedinica”, namely, “lithodemic unit”), the tree structure showing hypernyms, as well as the definition, synonyms and the bibliographic reference are shown. Switching from one language to another is done by choosing the appropriate tab, namely, the hierarchical tree structure on the right-hand side of the interface.

The search by key word can be performed in Serbian and English and is available at http://geoliss.ekoplan.gov.rs/term/PretragaRecnika.aspx. The user chooses the key word, for example, “rang”, after which the system finds the corresponding terms in Serbian and English. The search is of the “*rang*” type, meaning that the system will find all the terms containing the string of letters “rang“.

Figure 8. GeolISS Term on the web – browsing the dictionary in Serbian and English
terms and then obtains detailed information about it, in Serbian and English, side by side. The definition, synonyms, references, hypernyms and hyponyms, given as hyperlinks leading to more detailed information are displayed in both languages, in addition to the term itself.

Figure 9. A search by key words

5. The application in cartography

The labelling and annotation of the cartographic material is made possible both in Serbian and English thanks to the relations between Serbian and English equivalent terms, on the one hand and the strong links between the dictionary and the content of the GeolISS database on the other. The steady rise in importance of multilingual annotation reflects the growing need for information exchange with foreign companies and geologic associations.

Figure 10. An example of automatic map annotation in English and Serbian

The importance of efficiency and flexibility of database searches and finding information on the web is growing by the day, therefore the use of GeolISSTerm for expanding the queries in the field of geology can play an important role in their improvement (Stanković et al., 2010). In view of the rich morphology of Serbian, one of the ways of improving the searches related to the geology resources on the web would be through the integration of the morphological dictionary of Serbian (Vitas et al. 2003) and GeolISSTerm by adding inflectional class codes to the terms featured in GeolISSTerm.

6. Conclusion

The development and use of the standardized terminology in digital databases is in many respects a novel field that is bound to evolve over time, as more experience is gained in that area. The significant steps and progress that have been made in Serbia in the domain of geology, understandably, suffer from all the shortcomings that accompany such a pioneering project. This is the first time that a consistent glossary that includes the basic geologic classifications in the field of fundamental and applied geology has been inte-
implemented into a geologic information system. The absence of unified, unequivocal and universally accepted classifications that can satisfy all the needs of geology as a science must certainly be emphasized. Thus, the expansion of the range of terms included in GeolISS will continue to be a fundamentally and operationally important task, aimed primarily at a clearer determination of the geologic content and improving the quality of geologic data. Immediate and end users of the information system can undoubtedly be instrumental in achieving that goal, above all, geologists, but also all other experts focusing on the geoscience-related research. The possibilities of exporting the vocabulary to standard ontology languages, such as OWL, modelled on the Geo-SciML initiative (http://www.geosciml.org/) are planned to be provided.
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